SOLUTION DRIVEN

Commercial Tent Fabrics
Coated
Laminated
Composite
Flame Resistant
Repair
Insulation
Solar Mesh
Lacquer/Acrylic
More than six decades ago, BondCote was founded on two principles: Produce great products. Keep our promises.

BondCote is a leading industrial fabric supplier providing performance engineered coated, laminated, and composite fabrics for tent, transportation, agricultural, recreational, military and athletic markets.

Since it’s beginnings in 1949, BondCote continues to manufacture in Pulaski, Virginia USA.

engineering and manufacturing driven solutions

BondCote prides itself in partnering with customers to develop state of the art solutions to their new design requirement providing the customer a long term technical advantage. BondCote offers state of the art, computerized coating technology in a wide range of coated, laminated, and composite fabrics. Over the past 10 years, BondCote made many system and technology upgrades including a new coating line.

quality and customer service are number one

BondCote is dedicated in providing unparalleled quality and service. Quality, Manufacturing, Engineering, R&D, Shipping, Sales, and Senior Management are unsurpassed because they are a reflection of the men and women who work here. BondCote is ISO 9001:2008 certified.
COMMERCIAL TENT FABRICS

PRODUCT APPLICATIONS

- Tents, Commercial/Event
- Solar Shade
- Insulated & Single Wall Liner
- Repair Tape
- Ducting
- HVAC Plenum
- Soft Floor
- Bags
- Ground Cover

STANDARD PHYSICAL PROPERTIES

- Smooth, High Gloss Finish
- Taffeta, Low Gloss Finish
- Light Weight—8.5 oz./yd² (288 g/m²)
- Heavy Weight—22 oz./yd² (749 g/m²)
- Opaque
- Translucent
- Polyester
- Mildew Resistant
- NFPA 701
- CFM Title 19
- CPAI 84
BondCote’s Mission Statement:

To provide finished products which consistently meets or exceeds the expectations of our customers with a commitment to continual improvement, in short “Our word is our Bond.”